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§301. Short Title.

This Chapter shall be known as the Non-Profit Corporation Act.

§302. Definition.

For purposes of this Chapter, a “non-profit corporation” means a resident domestic corporation of which no part of the income or profit is distributable to its members, directors, or officers. [P.L. 1991-129, §2(15.1)(1)].

§303. Saving of Old Rules.

Notwithstanding 18 MIRC 1, §218, a nonprofit corporation may be formed in accordance with existing rules and regulations promulgated by the Register of Corporations in accordance with Section 9 of the Corporations, Partnerships, and Associations Act (formerly Title 18, Chapter 1 of the Marshall Island Revised Code) until such time as the Register of Corporations promulgates new rules and regulation in accordance with Section 304 of this Chapter governing the creation, registration, governance, and dissolution of non-profit corporations, which shall supersede the former rules and regulations. [P.L. 1991-129, §2(15.1)(2).]
§304. **Power to Prescribe New Rules.**

The Registrar of Corporations, with the approval of the Attorney-General and the Cabinet, shall have the power to prescribe rules and regulations as are deemed advisable to carry into effect the provisions of this Chapter. Such rules and regulations shall have the force and effect of law.

[P.L. 1991-129, §2(15.2).]